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Address Morups Fönster 
Torsåsen 122 
311 91 Falkenberg 

Country Sweden

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Window Professionals

Our business concept is to be a window Pro, a leader in technology and design. The craft tradition and yrkesstoltheten is in our genes. We don´t have
a single window on the inventory, without producing any window for the customer´s specific requirements, even in free forms and window doors. Own
production of Swedish quality window

Own production of Swedish quality window

We make high demands on ourselves as on raw materials. To be able to live up to our vision, we have invested in its own technologically advanced
production facility in Morup, outside Falkenberg.

Better than you thought

Our employees are where our customers are, around in Sweden. Their knowledge is an equally important part of our offer, as our products. They listen
to you, measuring, counting, assembles and sweeps up after itself. everything to the end result will be better than you intended.
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